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THE KILT IS MY DELIGHT? POPULAR MUSIC ON EARLY TELEVISION FROM 
SCOTLAND. 

Abstract 
 
This article explores on the careers of the first three musical stars of television in Scotland: 
Jimmy Shand, Andy Stewart and Kenneth McKellar. With reference to the shows with which they 
were most closely associated, The Kilt Is My Delight, The White Heather Club and A Song for 
Everyone, it investigates popular music on television from Scotland during its formative years, 
highlighting the geographic and political issues that made this distinct in a wider context. 
Drawing on a range of archival sources, it argues the importance of these acts and shows them 
both as a counterpoint to existing accounts of popular music on early television and in the wider 
context of the music and entertainment industries. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Jimmy Shand (1908–2000), Andy Stewart (1933–93) and Kenneth McKellar (1927–2010) are 

three Scottish entertainers who rarely feature in either histories of television in the United 

Kingdom or academic discourse around television. When they do, it is almost always in a 

negative context as symbols of a particular type of Scottishness that John Caughie describes as 

part of the ‘regressive traditions of Tartanry and Kailyard’ (1982: 120). Rarely seen without their 

trademark kilts, they became fixtures on television both in Scotland and, to a lesser extent, 

across the UK at a time that coincided with both the advent of television in Scotland and the 

emergence of rock’n’roll. But theirs was a world away from the concurrent spectacle of Elvis 

Presley’s 1956 breakthrough on American television or Jack Good’s Six Five Special (1957–58) 

and Oh Boy! (1958–59) introduced British television audiences to skiffle, jazz and early British 

pop and rock’n’roll acts during the same period. 1 

 
1 See Coates (2013) and Evans (2016) for more on Good’s career and programmes.  
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The importance of Shand, Stewart and McKellar, which will be argued here, is not in 

their artistic value. Rather, it lies in the backstory that underpins their appearances on 

television, and what this reveals about the complex interactions between the broadcasters, 

artists and the entertainment industries of the time. In addition, their television careers also 

highlight the particular difficulties faced by Scottish broadcasters as part of a nation within a 

larger nation, something that has, from its inception, presented television in Scotland with a 

unique set of challenges and, occasionally, opportunities. Instead, the article will posit them as 

the first three pop stars to emerge from Scotland with the help of television to examine their 

importance in relation to popular music, television and the entertainment industries through 

the prisms of geography and politics.  

It will do this using a combination of archival material and biographical research to 

address three gaps in existing work about British television. The first is a lack of attention to 

popular music within institutional histories of the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) and 

Independent Television (ITV). For example, Asa Briggs’ detailed account of the BBC (1985) 

makes some mention of the BBC orchestras, but no other music. More recently, Jean Seaton’s 

(2015) work only mentions popular music in the very specific instance of Live Aid.  The second is 

a general lack of attention to television in Scotland more generally. William McDowell (1992) 

and David Pat Walker (2011) have both written histories of the BBC in Scotland and edited 

collections by Colin McArthur (1982) and Neil Blain and David Hutchison (2008) have at least 

addressed television within the wider Scottish media landscape. These notable works do, 

however, highlight the third and largest gap in the literature, where television in Scotland and 

popular music intersect. Much of this can be explained by what Simon Frith labels an ‘uneasy’ 

(2002: 277) relationship between popular music and television and that ‘neither television 

studies academics nor scholars of music cultures and the music industries seem particularly 

comfortable discussing the relationship between television and music’ (Wall and Long 2015: 

456). Nevertheless, Scotland has undoubtedly been a neglected part of this already limited 

field. Therefore, the closer study of its idiosyncrasies provides something of a counternarrative 

to the accounts that focus on early popular music on television from a predominantly UK (Evans 

2016) or US (Forman 2012) perspective.  
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This will be addressed in three parts, related to a number of research questions. The 

first will provide some definitions, context and a discussion of the research methods. The main 

part will consider the television careers of Shand, Stewart and McKellar, and the last will 

attempt to make sense of these in relation to both the television and entertainment industries 

more generally. Combined, these will address three questions. First, what was unique about 

popular music as it appeared on television in Scotland? Second, what does the study of the 

three careers tell us about early television in Scotland? And finally, what do they reveal about 

Scotland’s position in the global entertainment and music industries of the time?  

 

PART 1: TELEVISION, POPULAR MUSIC AND SCOTLAND: CONTEXT, HISTORY AND METHODS 

 

At the outset of this research, I was faced with a number of unresolved issues that are 

necessary to discuss before proceeding: what exactly is meant by ‘television in Scotland’? What, 

in this context, is meant by popular music? And where do the two overlap?  

 In the first instance, I have defined this as television produced in Scotland, whether it 

was for Scottish only or UK consumption, beginning with the first BBC broadcast from 

Broadcasting House in Edinburgh, on 14 March 1952. This was sixteen years after the first 

television broadcasts by the BBC in London and 22 years after The Scotsman reported on the 

first public demonstration of television sets at the Kelvin Hall in Glasgow (Anon. 1930: 10). At 

the time of its eventual launch, only parts of central Scotland could receive a signal and there 

were fewer than 30,000 television sets in a country with a population of just over 5 million.2 

The show itself set a number of important precedents. The presenter, Alastair MacIntyre, 

appeared in a kilt and the musical entertainment came in the form of ten minutes of Scottish 

country dancing, with the Tim Wright Band becoming the first musicians to appear on television 

from Scotland. It received, at best a lukewarm reception both within the BBC and in the press. 

The BBC’s then Controller of Television, Cecil McGivern, dismissed the show thus: ‘Really 

dreadful. Dull and boring. […] this sort of television dullness is most depressing’ (cited in Walker 

 
2 The population of Scotland in the 1951 census was 5,096,415. The total UK population was 50,429,200 (Office for National 
Statistics). 
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2011: 188). The following day’s Glasgow Herald crucially made the distinction that this 

represented the start of ‘television in Scotland, not Scottish television’ and noted that for years 

to come most television in Scotland would continue to come ‘from the south’ (Anon. 1952: 5).  

This distinction is important more widely in relation to discussions of both early 

television generally and the place of the three smaller nations in the UK within the BBC. 

Television from the BBC in Wales (1952) and Northern Ireland (1954) began around the same 

time as Scotland, though the ability of each nation to produce live shows and to contribute to 

the network was dependent on available technology, resources and geography. Each also faced 

what Amy Genders describes as the ‘fundamentally metropolitan mindset’ (2019: 413) of the 

corporation, but Thomas Hajkowski notes that, within this, the BBC’s Scottish presence was ‘the 

most self-confident and mature’ of the nations, and ‘played an important role in sustaining and 

reinforcing a complex sense of Scottish national identity’ (2010: 136).3 

 This was evident as more music from Scotland made it on to television, first on the BBC, 

and from 1957, on the independent Scottish Television (STV):4 the kilts and Scottish country 

dancing of the launch remained to the fore. To begin, these were one-off broadcasts from 

Scotland of UK shows like Come Dancing (1949–98) and Garrison Theatre (1953–55),5 before 

the BBC in Scotland began to produce its own programmes for the network. The most 

significant of these were the variety show, Highland Fling (1955), which featured Stewart as 

one of its resident comedians and the mock-ceilidh, The Kilt Is My Delight (1956–63) which 

regularly featured Shand. The arrival of competition from STV in 1957 prompted more similar 

output from the BBC in the form of its most famous Scottish show of the era, The White 

Heather Club (1958–68) while STV had its own equivalents in Jig Time (1958–61) and Dance 

Party Roof (1958).  

 
3 Arguably, the transition from television in Scotland to Scottish television was not complete until the launch of BBC Scotland in 
1968. BBC Wales launched four years earlier.  
4 Independent television came to parts of Wales and Northern Ireland in quick succession shortly after Scotland. Television 
Wales and the West (TWW) – which covered South Wales and parts of the West of England – launched in 1958 and Ulster 
Television in 1959. Parts of Scotland outside the STV transmitter area joined the network in 1961 with the launch of Grampian 
and Border in 1961. For more on Welsh independent television see Medhurst (2010).  
5 The first broadcast of Come Dancing from Scotland was on 29 September 1952. Held at the Locarno in Glasgow, it included a 
Scotland vs. England formation dancing contest.  
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By way of context and to show the limitations under which the broadcasters in Scotland 

were operating at the time, it is also worth noting that there was no television studio of any size 

in the country until 1957,6 when the BBC opened its Springfield Road facility and STV bought 

the Theatre Royal (both in Glasgow). Prior to this shows were broadcast from a mixture of 

town, village and church/gym halls, the hall hire constituting a considerable part of the shows’ 

tiny budgets. For example, Highland Fling was broadcast from Rutherglen Town Hall and The 

Kilt Is My Delight from the Pleasance Gymnasium in Edinburgh. The latter was produced for a 

total of £200 (Runcie 1956a: n.p), which compares with the budget for The Six Five Special 

(1957–58) of over £1400 (Anon, 1957: n.p) when it visited Glasgow the following year.7  

If this roll call of Scottish-produced music shows seems somewhat one-dimensional in 

terms of genre, it raises the second of the aforementioned questions, about what constitutes 

popular music, specifically in 1950s’ Scotland. For the purposes of this article, a negative 

definition is used, considering it to be any form of music that is not classical. While recognizing 

the difficulties with this, reflected in Tara Brabazon’s view that popular music ‘changes in its 

definitions as it moves through time and space’ (2012: 2), it is worth noting that for the BBC, 

classical music and the corporation’s own orchestras were the domain of the Music 

department, with all other forms of (popular) music were handled by Light Entertainment.  

This gives some clues as to the types of programmes that emerged during the period. 

With many Light Entertainment producers coming directly from either theatre or radio, their 

default musical content for television tended to be easy listening turns within the variety 

format. It was only with the arrival of independent television, with its ‘greater emphasis on 

popularity rather than the Reithian ideals still embraced by the BBC’ (Evans 2016: 19) that 

rock’n’roll made any impression on British television, and even then, barely in output from 

Scotland. As a result claims made by Frith that the arrival of television was ‘immediately 

significant for popular musicians’ (2002: 279) and Murray Forman, who noted that ‘television 

was also “there” in 1936 and 1946, as well as in 1956 when Presley emerged with particular 

 
6 The BBC had previously used a small music studio at Broadcasting House which was ideal for ‘short news and sports 
programmes’ though ‘it was used for much more besides, even though the results were frequently second rate and amateurish, 
encouraging viewers to discriminate between Scottish opt-outs and network programmes’ (Walker 2011: 213). 
7 For more on this see Williamson (2017). 
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force’ (2012: 6), hold little force in a Scottish context where there was no television in either 

1936 or 1946 and, in 1956, arguably, no rock’n’roll either. 

Indeed, in his History of Scottish Rock and Pop, Brian Hogg details the popularity of big 

bands and trad jazz in the Scottish ballrooms, exemplified by band leaders like George 

McGowan and Bill Patrick and groups like the Clyde Valley Stompers, all of whom were active 

by 1955 (1993: 16). Other Scots, like Nancy Whiskey and Lonnie Donegan, had enjoyed success 

as part of the folk, jazz and skiffle scenes, though both had, by the mid 1950s, moved to 

London, while the recent Rip it Up television series and exhibition used the 1958 success of 

Jackie Dennis as a starting point for its history of Scottish pop.8 None of these histories mention 

Shand, Stewart and McKellar, all of whom represented a different and perhaps less palatable 

form of popular music. It was neither fashionable nor particularly youthful and as a result early 

television in Scotland produced no Elvis on The Ed Sullivan Show (1948–71) moment during the 

1950s, or even anything as exciting as Cliff Richard on Oh Boy! (1958). 

Having set the context for the study of the three stars, I will say a little about the 

resources and methods used to build a picture of their work in television before going on to 

consider their careers. With most of these shows not preserved in any form,9 the majority of 

the data has been in the form of document analysis. By far the most useful source of relevant 

material has been the BBC Written Archive in Caversham, which contains extensive files on 

each of the programmes and artists. These include programme notes, camera scripts and 

correspondence, all of which combine to build the most complete and complete picture, albeit 

one that still only tells part of the story. This has been supplemented by working with 

newspaper television listings and features (primarily drawn from the Glasgow Herald and 

Evening Times) to supply a more critical perspective and add detail on the STV programmes of 

the time. For this article, the document analysis has been condensed into biographical research 

of the type that Frith described as ‘the dominant source of pop information’ (1983: 271) and 

which Tom Perchard argues can ‘investigate the plurality of a subject’s relationships it the 

cultural institutions and mechanisms within which that subject might move’ (2007: 142).  

 
8 Rip it Up, a three-part series billed as ‘the story of Scottish pop’, was produced by BBC Scotland in 2018 to accompany an 
exhibition of the same name at the National Museum of Scotland.  
9 Only eight editions of the White Heather Club remain.  
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PART 2: THE TALENT AND THE PROGRAMMES 

 

These relationships are at the core of the second part of the article, where I trace the careers of 

Shand, Stewart and McKellar with particular reference to key themes of national identity, their 

contracts and working relationship with the broadcasters and how this played out across their 

activities in the entertainment industries more generally. Before embarking on these, it is worth 

adding a little about the choice of these examples and their place within the Scottish 

entertainment industries at the time they launched their careers in television.  Throughout, 

these stars appeared in kilts and Highland dress, lest there be any doubts as to their nationality, 

but these commonalities betrayed some fundamental differences in their pre-television 

careers. Shand was older and hired for his musical dexterity rather than presentational skills. 

Stewart was a recent drama college graduate who had been working the variety circuit as a 

comedian, before becoming a singer and compere in order to advance his television career. 

McKellar had studied at the Royal Academy of Music and was a touring opera singer when he 

got the call. The remainder of the section will consider each in turn.  

 

JIMMY SHAND 

 

Jimmy Shand’s appearance with his band as the star turn on the first iteration of The Kilt Is My 

Delight on 12 May 1956 was the start of an unlikely career in Scottish light entertainment 

television, and one which saw him become a fixture on much for the its output over the 

following years. The show was to appear in various configurations for both UK-wide and opt-

out (Scotland only) audiences for the next seven years and, along with The White Heather Club, 

was to be a regular outlet for Shand.10 Each show consisted of a country dance band (usually 

 
10 BBC producers in Scotland in the 1950s engaged in regular dialogue with their contemporaries in London as to whether 
proposed shows were suitable for broadcast to the whole of the UK or in Scotland alone. Usually, this was decided on the basis 
of suitability of content and budget. Generally, network shows required additional funding from London, meaning that the final 
decisions were always taken there, often to the frustration of those in Glasgow or Edinburgh. The White Heather Club was 
initially broadcast in Scotland only, with only special shows going out across the UK, before moving to network transmission 
between 1961–68. 
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led by Shand or one of his contemporaries) with various additions in the form of guest singers, 

choirs and dancers recruited from various branches of the Scottish Country Dance Society.  

If this sounds an unlikely recipe for compelling television, then Shand himself was an 

equally improbable television star. He was 48 years old, and already a well-established band 

leader in Scotland and world-renowned accordion player. His band were regulars on radio, and 

while his fame made him an attractive figure for the BBC in Scotland, his stage demeanour was 

lugubrious and his few spoken interludes somewhat gruff. In spite of this, he became a 

television regular until he retired in 1973, but his first few years on television reveal much 

about the politics of the BBC, about his own business acumen and the economics of the 

entertainment industries of the time.   

The BBC’s relationship with Shand was complicated, awkward and constrained by 

institutional politics and the demands of other parts of the music industries, as the negotiations 

around his first long-term contract reveal.  These began at the time of his first The Kilt is My 

Delight appearance and were concluded at the end of 1957. Encouraged by the success of his 

early appearances the BBC in Scotland sought to tie Shand to a long-term, exclusive deal for 

both radio and television in 1956 to avoid the possibility of losing him to STV the following year. 

In essence, the producers of television in Scotland were using what was left of their television 

monopoly and the connections and goodwill they had already built to gain a further advantage 

over their new, commercial competition. And while this situation notionally gave the artists and 

their agents greater negotiating clout with regards to television – at least at a UK wide and 

major star level – in Scotland, most felt a loyalty to the BBC and, besides, it would be the mid-

1960s before STV were able to offer more lucrative contracts in a Scottish context. Even with 

willingness on both sides, the organization of the BBC meant that securing such deals was 

painstaking for all parties.  

The process began when George Runcie, the BBC’s television organizer in Scotland, 

wrote to the Head of Programme Planning (Joanna Spicer) in London seeking agreement for a 

long-term contract for Shand, only to find two barriers: a lack of autonomy for the Scottish 

programme makers and a lack of enthusiasm on the part of London. Runcie noted in the same 

letter that ‘the question is whether or not the financial support for such a proposal would come 
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from you or whether we be given a vote to have him as a Scottish artist’ (1956b: n.p). Given the 

limited resources and audiences in Scotland, Runcie’s clear preference was for Shand to be 

contracted on a UK-wide basis and for his shows to be broadcast across the network.  

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the response from London was that ‘the matter has been 

considered here and the considered opinion is that we cannot sponsor a long-term contract for 

the national network use of the band’ (Mundie 1956), forcing Runcie to proceed with a 

Scottish-only contract. Further discussion suggested that Shand’s contract would be based on 

his existing commitments in Scotland with a number of guaranteed television and radio 

performances and personal appearances on radio factored in. By way of a compromise, Spicer 

proposed that The Kilt Is My Delight would be an opt-out for the Scottish part of the network, 

with one in three of the programmes being taken by the network (1956: n.p). 

A further obstacle was Shand himself. A combination of illness – Shand had bronchitis 

and did not perform for much of 1957 – and obstinacy delayed both the agreement and the 

show. The negotiations were characterized by Shand appearing to be, in turns, both disengaged 

and increasingly demanding.  The correspondence suggests Runcie’s frustration at having to 

deal with him directly. Unlike McKellar and Stewart, Shand did not have an agent, lived in 

Dundee and conducted his own negotiations, at his own pace. At the outset, Runcie wrote to 

colleagues in Glasgow, saying that the proposed contract would, for Shand, be ‘as 

comprehensible as a book of logarithms’ (1956c: n.p). The same correspondence also 

highlighted that he did not sign contracts and that ‘a special stack of ready signed contracts has 

to be kept for him’, but this apparent lack of concern about business matters seems at odds 

with his ability to cut a good deal for himself. A memo from David Brown (the BBC’s Scottish 

Programme Executive) to various colleagues noted that ‘although he is a very reasonable 

person, is now entertaining more ambitious notions of the fee which should be paid to him’ 

(1957a: n.p). In spite of the fact that there was no concrete offer from independent television 

on the table, in the period between his first appearance on television and the agreement of his 

exclusive contract eighteen months later, Shand’s appearance fee for television had more than 

tripled from £10 to 30 guineas per show.  
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Shand’s exclusive broadcasting contract was finally signed on 21 December 1957 and 

was initially to last for two years, with a further one-year option. He was to be guaranteed six 

television and twelve radio performances per year and, on top of the 30 guineas per show for 

television, he was to be paid £10 per radio performance. Most of the television performances 

were on The White Heather Club and The Kilt Is My Delight. Throughout, he also remained a 

regular on radio and on special television programmes to celebrate Scottishness for the rest of 

the UK at Hogmanay, on or around Burns’ Night and to celebrate St. Andrew’s Day. The 

contract was extended twice for one-year periods and finally expired at the end of 1962, but 

this did not resolve underpinning problems in the relationship or assuage doubts within the BBC 

about the value of the partnership. Tensions were both external and internal, the former most 

evident in conflicts with Shand’s other employment. Live performances were often more 

lucrative and conflicted with times when he was expected to be on television: summer seasons 

at theatres in Scotland, tours outside the UK and pantomimes all interfered with his 

broadcasting commitments. For example, the start of Shand’s contract coincided with a twelve-

week booking in a pantomime, and in 1962, a tour of New Zealand and Australia made him 

unavailable for three months during the summer. 

Counterintuitively, the end of Shand’s exclusive contract for the BBC in Scotland came as 

he reached the peak of his commercial success. In early 1962, he became the first Scottish artist 

to sell 250,000 albums, and his A&R man at EMI, George Martin, wrote to Eddie Fraser (a light 

entertainment producer at the BBC in Scotland) asking if Shand could be presented, by Stewart, 

with a silver disc on The White Heather Club. However, internal opinions on Shand were split, 

with the Music department always keen to remind executives that the band had ‘so far not 

passed a Music department audition’ and were ‘uninspiring’ (Thomson 1960: n.p). Having 

agreed a final one-year contract for the calendar year of 1962, doubts resurfaced before he had 

to be approached about the renewal of his contract.  

Runcie wrote to Stewart noting that ‘the consensus is that the exclusive contract should 

not be renewed for television. Professionally his band is not as strong as it used to be, and since 

he himself does not read music his use places great restriction on a producer who in the 

circumstances cannot get the flexibility he would wish’. Stewart’s response noted that they 
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could be accused of ‘turning away from an old contributor after he has served a tactical 

purpose’ but echoed Runcie’s concerns that this became ‘a policy issue since we are dealing 

with a name and a legend’ (1962: n.p).  

Perhaps out of respect to Shand, half-hearted negotiations continued until the last 

minute, and he was offered a reduced contract with only eight guaranteed TV appearances for 

1963, which he rejected. David Livingstone, the Scottish Programme Executive who met Shand 

to relay the final offer reported to colleagues that Shand’s ‘parting shot was “I shall leave this 

building tonight not caring whether I ever return”’ before remarking that it was ‘probably a 

mistake to accept an exclusive contract in the first instance’ (1962: n.p). 

It was a sour ending to an association that had served both parties well: television gave 

him an unexpected late career boost and his popularity drove viewers to early television in 

Scotland. Regardless of any ill-feeling, Shand fulfilled his existing commitments and duly 

performed eight times on The White Heather Club in 1963, including in his traditional 

Hogmanay slot. In essence, not much changed in the years that followed, and Shand remained 

a prominent face on Scottish (and for special occasions, UK-wide) television until he went into 

semi-retirement in 1972.  

 

ANDY STEWART 

 

Stewart was the first of the three to sign an exclusive contract for television with the BBC after 

his appearance as a comedian on Garrison Theatre in 1955 drew the attention of both agents 

and Con Mahoney, the Assistant Head of Light Entertainment at the BBC in London, who wrote 

to the show’s producer, Eddie Fraser, congratulating him on the show and singling out Stewart 

for praise (1955:n.p).11 From there things moved quickly on both fronts. Stewart was signed up 

for representation by Foster’s (one of the major London entertainment industry agents at the 

time). Shortly thereafter his agent was instrumental in negotiating an exclusive contract for 

television with the BBC who were keen to avoid approaches from the independent television 

 
11 Garrison Theatre was a variety show usually hosted at military bases around the UK but, in the case of Stewart’s episode, in 
front of a military audience at Perth City Hall.  
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network, ITV. In the same month (September 1955) that Stewart signed his two-year 

agreement with the BBC, ITV launched in London.  

 Although the contract committed the BBC to offering Stewart eighteen shows over the 

two years for combined fees of £350 in the first year and £400 in the second (Bailey 1955:n.p), 

it was clear that such an arrangement was breaking new ground for all parties. The BBC had no 

particular shows in mind for Stewart and his schedule had already begun to fill up with 

theatrical engagements. By the following summer it was clear to all parties that the agreement 

was not working. Stewart had made just four appearances on television, three of them on 

Highland Fling, and there were no plans to use him on other shows. This, along with his other 

commitments sparked a debate between executives in London and Glasgow about his future 

that was to result in the contract being terminated, and Stewart being paid off to the tune of 

£269 8s before the contract expired. During the discussions, Ronnie Waldman, Head of Light 

Entertainment, wrote of being ‘embarrassed’ (1956: n.p) by the contract handed out to 

Stewart, as well as one given to his fellow Scottish comedian, Chic Murray.  

 The setback did not, however, hinder Stewart’s showbusiness career and nor did it 

prove fatal to any ambitions he harboured in television. He was able to pick up work with 

Scottish Television (STV) when it launched in 1957, notably as compere on the music show 

Dance Party Roof (which ran twice a week under different names and formats on STV 

throughout 1958)  in between continuing to build his profile and repertoire with radio 

appearances and stage engagements around the UK. When he did return to the BBC in 1958, as 

a presenter and regular on The White Heather Club, he was to have a much greater impact, 

though his engagement again highlighted a number of simmering tensions in the world of 

Scottish light entertainment in the late 1950s: geographic territorialism within the BBC; 

competition between the BBC in Scotland and STV and dilemmas faced by artists and agents in 

deciding whether to prioritize their existing, long-term and lucrative theatre engagements for 

shorter and less well paid ones on television.  

 All were evident over the following three years as he became more integral to the 

success of the White Heather Club. Stewart had convinced its producer, Ian MacFadyen, that he 
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would be able to sing the type of bothy ballads that were a major part of the show,12 but after 

technical reasons forced the first episode to be re-recorded, Stewart stood in for the host, 

Robert Wilson, on the first edition to be broadcast on 7 May 1958. Though Wilson returned to 

host subsequent episodes, Stewart continued to appear as a guest and took over between 1959 

and 1963, giving him a nationwide profile that prompted further demand for his services and a 

substantial increase in the fees that he was able to attract. These were negotiated between 

Hymie Zahl at Foster’s and producers and executives at the BBC in Scotland and London: the 

former often using the threat of offers from commercial television and theatre to extract more 

television work and higher fees.   

 Having been previously stung, subsequent BBC exclusive contracts for Stewart were 

comparatively short term and only covered the period of, and surrounding, new series on which 

he was engaged until 1962 when, Zahl triggered a set of discussions that were testament to 

Stewart’s growing stardom and a sense that he had outgrown the White Heather Club. After 

hosting twelve shows in 1961, a further twenty-six were offered, prompting Zahl to write to 

Tom Sloan, the Assistant Head of Light Entertainment in London, asking that ‘a drastic 

revaluation of Andy’s value should be accepted by the BBC’ (1962: n.p). Stewart’s fee was duly 

increased to 250 guineas – his starting fee on White Heather Club in 1958 had been £38 17s  –, 

with a longer-term plan mooted that would keep Stewart on the BBC with three ‘spectaculars’ 

in 1963/4 and a series of his own. Internal correspondence showed that the BBC felt obliged by 

its charter conditions to maintain the White Heather Club but saw a future for Stewart beyond 

it. A memo from the Controller of BBC Scotland, also called Andrew Stewart, noted that ‘under 

the Charter, we should have “regard to the culture, interests and tastes of our people (of 

Scotland)”. The White Heather Club is a device for presenting Scottish folk dancing and music. 

We require such a device with or without Andy Stewart’ (1962: n.p).  

In essence, Stewart had outgrown the show that had made him a star on television, and 

after the remaining episodes of White Heather Club in 1963, Stewart concentrated on touring in 

America, before returning for shows that were vehicles for him: The Andy Stewart Show (1963) 

and With Andy (1965). He continued to appear occasionally on White Heather Club, and though 

 
12 The White Heather Club was a Scottish themed variety show in the form of a ceilidh with a range of musicians and dancers.  
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his television stock was never as high as in 1962, he remained a regular on television on both 

the BBC and ITV for the remainder of his working life.   

 

KENNETH MCKELLAR 
 

Even though their television paths frequently crossed, Kenneth McKellar enjoyed a smoother 

and more lucrative television career than Shand and, to a lesser extent, Stewart. More 

adaptable and telegenic than Shand and more conventionally musical than Stewart,13 McKellar 

spent seven years working across both the BBC and ITV networks, building a reputation, before 

he signed his first exclusive contract with the BBC in 1961. His first show as a star attraction for 

the BBC, A Song for Everyone (1957–62), was nearly four years after his 1953 debut when 

Fraser had invited him to appear on the network show Come on Board (1953), a variety show 

that came from naval bases around the UK (on this occasion from HMS Caledonia in Rosyth). 

Fraser’s telegram to McKellar was to the point, merely asking: ‘Can you do television on 17th 

August wearing kilt? Reply paid’ (1953: n.p). By this stage he had already gained considerable 

radio experience, moved to London, signed a recording contract with Parlophone and toured 

with the Carl Rosa Opera Company. Buoyed by the success of his debut Fraser repeatedly 

booked him for shows like Highland Fling and Hogmanay specials.  

McKellar’s career flourished, aided by the platform the BBC in Scotland and its 

producers had given him. This was evident when, at the end of 1956, he ceased doing his own 

bookings and began to work, like Stewart, with Zahl at Foster’s. This was to have a number of 

consequences for his television work. This first was a power struggle between the BBC in 

Glasgow and London. McKellar’s previous appearances had been booked by Glasgow, but the 

appointment of Zahl resulted in Bush Bailey (the Assistant to the Television Booking manager in 

London) writing to Brown to confirm that McKellar ‘should certainly be transferred to our books 

for all television programmes as he now has a London agent’ (1956: n.p). Although the BBC in 

Scotland was squeezed out of negotiations with Zahl, Fraser continued to produce A Song for 

Everyone at McKellar’s insistence. Over the coming months and years, Zahl was able to advance 

 
13 His 1956 personal letterhead billed his activities as ‘radio, television, recordings, oratorio, opera’.  
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McKellar’s career both within the BBC and more generally, bringing about a greater demand for 

his services and considerably higher fees. At this point, McKellar was not on an exclusive BBC 

contract and still worked on independent television, where notably he was one of the star 

attractions on This Is Scotland (1957), the programme that launched STV. Such appearances 

brought about a series of pay rises from the BBC after a memo from Brown to Fraser noted an 

ITV offer to McKellar of 175 guineas per show, when at the same time the BBC were paying him 

25 (1957b: n.p). In spite of the contract having already been signed, the BBC increased his fee 

for A Song for Everyone in 1957 to 55 guineas. By the time of the second series the following 

year, this had been increased to 200 guineas per show and in 1959, 250 guineas per show 

(Fraser 1958: n.p).  

The competition for McKellar’s services, however, was not just from other broadcasters. 

He was also able to earn substantial sums elsewhere in the entertainment industries. For 

example, during 1958 alone he was offered £3500 to appear for ten weeks in pantomime at The 

Empire in Glasgow, while he also spent three months touring the US and Canada immediately 

beforehand. McKellar’s limited availability was a perennial problem for broadcasters and, in 

attempt to resolve this, the BBC began protracted negotiations towards securing an exclusive 

television contract with him in 1960. This, and McKellar’s stated intention of moving to London, 

reignited tensions within the BBC, as Scotland realized it could lose its biggest act. A memo 

from Gordon Gildard, Head of Scottish Programmes, to Eric Maschwitz, Head of Light 

Entertainment in London, noted that ‘it will be a matter of great regret for us if Kenneth 

McKellar decides to transfer to London, and additionally it would cause considerable 

disturbance psychologically to Eddie Fraser who has built up McKellar from very small 

beginnings to the star quality which he has now reached’ (1960: n.p).  

McKellar ultimately decided to remain in Glasgow and a two-year contract was agreed, 

covering television and radio, commencing in June 1961. It was based on that of another Light 

Entertainment star, Ken Dodd, and guaranteed McKellar ten television programmes a year at 

£350 per show for the first year and £400 for the second, as well as radio thirteen radio 

appearances at 50 guineas per show. On its expiry, it was not immediately renewed, partly 

because of McKellar’s other commitments. He did, nevertheless, continue to appear regularly 
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on both BBC and ITV programmes before the BBC in Scotland lobbied for a new contract in 

1965, on discovering that Francis Essex, the controller of STV, was ‘making a determined effort 

to get all the well-known Scottish artists in the entertainment world into his own camp and he 

seemed to have plenty of money to do this’ (Millar 1965: n.p). As a mark of McKellar’s status 

within the BBC, this was promptly acted on by Michael Peacock, the Controller of BBC1, who 

offered him two more series of A Song for Everyone and two films over a fifteen-month period 

to the end of 1966.14  McKellar’s fee increased to £500 per show. Thereafter, he continued to 

appear on television for the remainder of his working life, in both Scottish and UK-wide 

programmes, for both the BBC and independent channels.  

To conclude these biographical studies, I will make a few comparative observations 

about the three careers before returning to consider how this deepens our understanding of 

their relationships with ‘cultural institutions and mechanisms’ (Perchard 2007: 142) with which 

they interacted.  Stewart, Shand and McKellar may be inextricably linked in the minds of UK 

audiences as a consequence of their appearances together on various television and stage 

shows from Scotland,15 but the archival documents reveal some substantial differences in their 

adaptability, quality and professionalism which, in turn, had an impact on both their utility and 

availability for television producers and the types of fees they were able to attract for their 

appearances.  

 In this respect, the rapid increase in the BBC fees commanded by Stewart and McKellar 

were a result of their adaptability, competition from ITV and their appointment of an agent at 

an early point in their respective careers. Zahl was not only able to negotiate substantially 

higher fees for his clients but was also able to create more television opportunities for them, in 

part by bypassing the BBC in Scotland when it came to negotiations. By the end of the 1950s, 

Stewart and McKellar were treated as assets to network television and rewarded accordingly. In 

contrast, Shand was unable to make the most of his place as a favourite on the Hogmanay 

shows and his favour with some of London based producers (at least as a signifier of 

Scottishness). His lack of engagement with the corporation’s internal mechanisms – by being 

 
14 McKellar had already made a film, The Road to the Isles (1965) for the BBC. 
15 The White Heather Club was also a successful touring show for much of the 1960s starring many of the same performers as 
the tv show. The brand extended to two ‘White Heather Club Party’ albums on HMV Records. 
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difficult to contact, slow in signing contracts and by refusing to take an audition16 – all 

hampered his television career. Stewart and McKellar, however, were of an age and point in 

their careers where they benefited greatly from the emergence of television in Scotland, which 

allowed them to build careers on television and in touring and recording at a level beyond what 

would have been previously imaginable.   

 

PART 3: THE DISTINCT CULTURAL POLITICS AND ECONOMICS OF POP ON EARLY TELEVISION IN 

SCOTLAND  

 

Having focused on the issues and outcomes of early television in Scotland for three individual 

acts, the remainder of the article will consider these more widely. First, it will do this in relation 

to Scottish cultural politics and unpack some of the overlapping issues surrounding geography, 

culture and politics as they played out in and around the stars and shows of the period. Second, 

it will briefly compare this to the working conditions of some of the stars of popular music 

television in the rest of the UK and in the USA.   

 Taking each in turn, the first point to make is about the geography of Scotland and how 

this impacted on its early television. As the nation of the UK furthest from London, it was 

hampered by the logistical problems associated with this. For the BBC, it initially meant sharing 

broadcasting equipment with the North of England,17 reducing both the number of UK-wide 

programmes that came to Scotland and resulting in tiny budgets for the shows that were made 

in the country. For STV, it meant an inability to sell vital advertising space when, at its launch, 

there were so few television sets and such little transmitter coverage across the country. If 

geography did not always excuse the quality of some of the output of television in Scotland, it 

was certainly a mitigating factor in its early years. 

 The politics, both broadly and specific to broadcasting, are altogether more complicated 

but also played a considerable part in decisions about the nature of, and who would appear, on 

 
16 See Hellaby (2018: 44) for more on the BBC audition system. Had Shand taken an audition he would have been able to accept 
BBC engagements from the Music department as well as from Light Entertainment 
17 The BBC in Scotland shared an outside broadcast unit with the North of England (Manchester) between 1952–55, resulting in 
a range of logistical issues detailed by Walker (2011:191). 
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television in Scotland. And while it would be easy to see this through a modern-day prism 

where Scotland has a devolved Parliament and a high level of support for independence,18 the 

situation in 1955 was very different. Scotland had never been more comfortable with its place 

in the UK: in the General Election of that year, 99.2 per cent of voters supported Unionist 

parties and the Conservatives won more than half all Scottish votes. Yet while Scotland’s 

constitutional position has changed and many powers have been devolved to Edinburgh, 

broadcasting policy has always been made at Westminster, something that was to have a 

significant influence on both the BBC and STV in 1950s, placing further constraints on their 

output.  

 For the BBC, Scotland has been treated simultaneously as a region and a nation,19 

meaning that UK-wide decisions, as seen in some of the previous examples, had very specific 

implications for Scottish policy makers. STV had different financial constraints in order to retain 

its franchise, though in the early days of television in Scotland, as McDowell notes, ITV’s federal 

structure allowed it more autonomy than the BBC which ‘essentially provided a UK core service 

with regional opt-outs, one of which covered Scotland as a whole’ (1980: 328).  And of course, 

legislation and the Broadcasting Council for Scotland also intervened in more functional ways 

on the BBC in Scotland – for example, placing targets on the number of hours of Scottish 

produced output (see for example, Anon. 1961: 10), and later, encouraging Gaelic 

broadcasting.20 Although these did not always directly impact on producers of music in 

Scotland, it is important to remember that they were operating in highly politicized (and, also in 

STV’s case, commercialized) context. 

 Nowhere did these cultural politics play out more than in the way that Scotland’s 

popular music was represented on television, both in programmes that were broadcast in 

Scotland only and those that went on UK television. Indeed, Colin McArthur argues that 

television was one of the ‘key sites of debate and struggle in Scottish culture’ (1982: 4), and 

 
18 In the 2014 Scottish independence referendum, 44.7 per cent of voters supported independence. Opinion polls in 2020 
suggest that this has risen to over 50 per cent.  
19 BBC Scotland’s current status is as one of three ‘national regions’ along with BBC Cymru Wales and BBC Northern Ireland. BBC 
bureaucracy has, at various points, identified Scotland as a region, a nation, a national region and part of its regions and 
nations. 
20 Broadcasting Council for Scotland was set up in the wake of the Beveridge Report and the BBC’s charter renewal in 1952, 
though it did not concern itself with television until 1962. 
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within that, music was to the fore. The preference for Scottish country dancing and traditional 

music reflected their popularity and that newer forms of popular music were slower to reach 

Scotland, putting it out of sync with popular music television shows in the USA or those 

produced in London.  McKellar, Stewart and Shand, therefore, not only represented what was 

actually popular musically in Scotland at the time, but they conveniently worked as a 

representation of Scottishness and Scottish culture for audiences in the rest of the UK.  The 

associated cultural traits – kilts and ceilidhs combining tartanry with kitsch – formed the bulk of 

the supposedly ‘richer corpus of cultural resources in both institutional and semiotic terms’ that 

a ‘self-styled nation’ (McCrone 2005: 79) was able to produce compared to other BBC and ITV 

regions. 

 This had an effect domestically and further afield. Tom Nairn wrote in 1977 of how 

culture in Scotland had become ‘curiously fixed or fossilised on the level of the image of 

d’Épinal and Auld Lang Syne, of the Scott Monument, Andy Stewart and The Sunday Post – to 

the point of forming a huge, virtually self-contained universe of kitsch’ (1977: 162), something 

characterized by Beveridge and Turnbull as Scottish inferiorism: an acceptance of Scottish life 

and culture as being ‘inferior to metropolitan styles’ (1989: 15). Such was the pervasiveness of 

this that, by the 1970s, Richard Dyer was able to speak of ‘Scottish-ism’ as ‘one of the most 

prevalent symbolic clusters upon which [UK] television draws’ bemoaning the ‘emptiness of all 

this Tartanry, jokes about sporrans and haggis, the whining bagpipes and accordion bands, the 

same old songs dragged out time and again’ (1973: 34–35). And though David McCrone has 

more recently spoken of tartanry as ‘literally and metaphorically a joke, which did well in the 

music halls, and sells tat to tourists on the high street, but seems to impinge little on our own 

behaviour’, (2016: 443) it was the dominant representation of Scotland in early television, and 

producers like Fraser and MacFadyen set the precedent. McKellar’s acceptance of the ‘bring 

kilt’ instruction from Fraser in 1953 was unknowingly to set the dress code for the remainder of 

his career and for the early years of popular music from Scotland on television. 

As well as showing the ways in which the popular music on television in Scotland was 

aesthetically and culturally distinct from the rest of the UK, it is also important to add some 

further observations on the differences between the popular music and musicians on television 
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in Scotland in the 1950s and early 1960s and those in the more developed and better resourced 

television markets. Throughout the period, television from Scotland was constrained by, on the 

one hand, the relationship between the BBC and the UK, which Charlotte Higgins describes as 

having ‘never been uncontested or straightforward’ (2015: 196), and on the other, the 

avaricious nature of the owners of the independent television franchises. In the latter case, the 

owner of STV, Roy Thomson, was famously quoted after the company made a profit of over £1 

million in its first year, as calling the channel ‘a licence to print your own money’ (cited in 

Sendall 1982: 150). Operating in this political and economic context had a sizeable effect on the 

working lives of the musicians involved and meant that the nature of the employment and 

economics of being a star of early popular music television in Scotland was far removed those 

in larger countries.  

There are three interconnected distinctive things to note here that can be drawn from 

the examples in relation to aesthetics, work and economics. By hitching their fortunes to 

television from Scotland, artists like Shand, Stewart and McKellar became closely wedded to 

their Scottish identity. This, and their willingness to play along with it, was what gave them their 

chance in television, but was also what would limit their career opportunities and trajectories in 

television. Each was closely associated with what George Byatt, reviewing the launch of STV in 

the Glasgow Evening Times characterized as ‘the kind of Scottishness we sometimes supposed 

to be a BBC invention’ (1957: 6) but which extended to representations of Scottishness on the 

independent network. 

The limited opportunities presented by television in Scotland, the more lucrative parts 

of which were contingent on approval from London, meant for a relatively precarious existence. 

Even the better television contracts awarded to Shand, Stewart and McKellar were short-term 

and yielded only a part of their income. As freelance workers, the lure of concert tours, theatre 

and pantomime all continued to offer either more or better paid work than their television 

exploits. In Scotland, there was none of the ‘siphoning off the top names from clubs and 

theatres’ (2012: 98) to television. Instead, it acted merely as another job for the stars of radio, 

theatres and clubs to top up their other income and serve as a useful promotional channel for 

their other activities.   
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In this context, McKellar’s success in briefly reaching pay parity with a UK-wide light 

entertainment star like Ken Dodd is notable, but his £400 per show in 1961 paled in comparison 

to the types of security and money available for the stars of popular music television in the 

USA. With the backing of major commercial sponsors, the US networks, had already been able 

to lavish lucrative contracts on to their biggest stars. For example, the singer Ethel Merman was 

‘paid $50,000 for only two NBC appearances in 1953’ (Forman 2012: 99), and by 1959, Perry 

Como was reported in Disc magazine to have become ‘the world’s highest paid television 

performer’ (Anon. 1959: 11) on the back of a NBC deal sponsored by Kraft Foods, valued by a 

New York Times article at $25million (Adams 1959: 51). In short, popular music television in 

Scotland was operating – culturally and economically – in an entirely different universe.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

In focusing on three individual careers and placing them in a wider context, I have added 

geographic and political nuance to some of the existing discussions about popular music and 

television and highlighted the cultural and industrial importance of Shand, Stewart and 

McKellar as popular Scottish musicians of the time. To conclude, I will reiterate and reinforce 

two of the key findings about television in Scotland of the period and one about the careers of 

the artists in question.  

The first is to restate the obvious and frequently made point that the quality of early 

television in Scotland was not high. Caughie described the ‘absence of any sense of an 

engagement with a developed notion of national culture or identity’ and how it was hamstrung 

by ‘centralised planning and control from south of the border, combined with meagre budgets’ 

(1982: 112). Its earliest programmes, including all of the aforementioned, offer strong 

supporting evidence, though the financial and political constraints offer something in the way 

of mitigation. 

Second, the nature of television in Scotland and its popular music programmes bore 

scant resemblance to the world of American television and popular music as meticulously set 

out by Forman (2002, 2012). Culturally and economically, it was also distinct from even its 
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closest neighbours in the rest of the UK. Leaving aside that many of the televisual and industrial 

breakthroughs he assigns to 1948 and 1955 would take years, even decades, to filter via London 

through to television in Scotland, some of the same anxieties nevertheless surfaced from the 

viewpoint of the programme makers and artists. A musical conservativism prevailed and 

McKellar, Stewart and Shand certainly qualify as the type of unfashionable but popular and 

influential artists that often similarly populated early popular music television in the USA. The 

excitement that would come with the advent of new forms of popular music around 1955, for 

Scottish audiences, would all come, in very limited doses, via London on programmes like Six 

Five Special and Oh Boy! and it would be well into the following decade before Scottish 

rock’n’roll or beat groups made it on to television in Scotland in any quantity. For popular 

Scottish acts, the prospect of an extended run in a pantomime or summer season remained far 

more enticing than an appearance on television. Even allowing for the exponential growth in 

the number of televisions in Scotland, by the end of the 1950s, to paraphrase Kirby Stone in 

Forman (2012: 57), one night on television in Scotland was still not worth weeks at the Glasgow 

Empire: that was still some way off. 

The final point is to emphasize the significance of the three careers in television I have 

outlined, which is less televisual, but more geographic and industrial. Television in Scotland 

allowed Stewart and McKellar, while still based in Scotland, to become connected to the global 

entertainment industries in a way that was previously inconceivable. With powerful agents 

looking after their bookings, they were able, for the remainder of their working lives able to 

juggle television and radio appearances with continuing work in theatres, touring and 

recording.  Though their music and performance style may forever be associated with a form of 

Scottish cultural cringe, their careers, catalysed by television, set a template for future Scottish 

pop acts, from Lulu onwards, to reach both local, national and international audiences.  
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